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Innovative
Technology
in Heating
Circulators
From the Company who patented
the first circulator back in 1929 and
introduced the first electronic
circulator back in 1989 comes a
heating circulator with completely
in-built pump management.
• Micro processor controlled
inverter drive
• Infinitely variable performance
• Energy savings up to in excess
of 50%
• LCD, giving operating
parameters at the pump head
• Suitable for new or replacement
applications
• Digital link to 8MS
• DN32-DN80
• Potential free contacts for
simple fault indication
• Integrated motor protection.
I I
Pumping Perfection
WILO Engineering Ltd., Enterprise Centre,
Childers Road. Limerick, Ireland
Telephone: 061-410963 Telefax: 061-414728 2
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OPINION
CIBSE News
IN THIS ISSUE
Missed Opportunity?
While the public may indeed have noticed the hype
surrounding Energy Awareness Week, the input at
industrial/commercial/trade level could have been greater. There
were a number of promotions but, overall the effort lef a lot to
be desired.
This is not meant as an accusation against anyone but rather a
point of note for next year.
More of the Same from Grundfos
Dan Chambers - First Open Day in 21 Years
Skills Shortage Biting
With construction output still racing ahead unchecked, the
much-feared and predicted skills/labour shortage is beginning to
bite. Be it professionals or tradespeople, firms within the
construction and building services sector are finding it
increasingly difficult to find staff.
The consequences are extremely damaging for the industry at
large and are reflected on two fronts. The first is patently
obvious in that all disciplines - from the drawing board stage
right through to site - are short-staffed. However, it is the as yet
unseen consequences of this shortage which are potentially
more damaging.
Unfortunately, we are beginning to get a foretaste of what
these may be with complaints about relatively-recently
completed projects - apartment complexes in particular -
beginning to surface.
Taking a "head in the sand" approach will do nothing to make
the problem go away. Sure the industry is booming but, at what
cost? It's not even as if vast amounts of money are being made
.oo margins are as tight as ever, and will get tignter still once
recently-awarded pay rates are implemented.
Boom or bust? OO' it may seem ironic but, unless the current
boom situation is better managed, it may actually lead to bust
for many.
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Subscription: One Year - £27
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(IDHE);
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The Energy Conservation & District Heating
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European Copper Campaign Targets Ireland
The European Copper PlumbingPromotional Campaign (EC~~C)aims to promote the pOSItive
attributes of copper for plumbing and
heating systems across Europe and is
now turning its attention to heating
and plumbing installers and specifiers
in Ireland.
In addition to advertisements in the
trade press, the campaign utilises a
wide range of communication
techniques. In the UK, for example,
presentations to plumbers,
merchants and technical
colleges have played a major
role. In Austria and Germany
"copper day" seminars are held to
remind installers of the reasons
copper is seen as "the professional
choice". Just some of these reasons
are outlined below:
Versatility
Copper tube and fittings can be used
in every part of a domestic,
commercial and industrial plumbing
and heating system, including gas, hot
water, cold water and central heating.
Both tube and fittings are compatible
with each other, regardless of
manufacturer, and come in a vast range
of sizes. From 6mm to 219mm, copper
tube can come in rigid lengths or easy-
to-bend soft-condition coils (6mm to
28mm) in order to meet any job
specification. Copper fittings are
available up to 219mm and have also
been designed to make the installer's
job as easy as possible.
Quality and Safety
Copper systems are tried and tested. In
Ireland, copper tube and fittings are
manufactured to the Irish Standard
Specifications of IS 238 and IS 239
respectively, in sizes up to S4mm. For
larger diameter requirements, the
Standards are BS 2871: Part 1 and BS
864 Part 2 respectively. All these
products are manufactured under
quality control systems to EN ISO 9002:
1994 as administered by the relevant
Standards Authority.
Degreased copper tube and fittings
are specially prepared for pipework
carrying medical gases and cleaned to
Hospital Technical Memorandum (HTM)
22 standard. The fact that copper is
used in such a wide range of
applications is proof that its quality
and durability are recognised by the
trade.
Value for Money
Copper is competitive with other
systems in terms of material and
installation costs. Total installed
system costs and
....-~:;
the proven
longevity of a copper system
"demonstrate excellent value for
money". Installers only need one
family of materials for all water and gas
service, saving time, costs and
stockholding levels.
Ease of Installation
Copper proVides a rigid, self-supporting
system, which research shows lasts
indefinitely if correctly installed. The
rigidity of copper means that it can be
installed vertically or horizontally with-
out sagging, and with the minimum use
of clips. All connections to gas boilers
(both flows and returns) should be
copper. Boiler manufacturers recommend
that installers should have at least a
metre of copper between any heat
source and other piping. Copper's neat
and attractive appearance, especially
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when plated with chromium, is an
important factor as surface-mounted
pipework is common in many
buildings, especially when retrofitting
work is undertaken.
Physical Properties
Copper has excellent physical
properties, being able to withstand any
combination of pressure and
temperature likely to arise in hot and
cold water services and central heating.
Copper has high structural and tensile
strength and, unlike some other
plumbing materials, its dimensions
change little with temperature. For
example, a 6m length of copper tube
joined to a boiler with a working
temperature of 82°C will only increase
in installed length by about 7mm. This
low coefficient of linear expansion
means that installation clearances
need only be nominal and the control
of expansion and contraction can be
easily dealt with using standard
techniques.
Copper is non-combustible.
Indeed, with a melting temperature
of 1083°C, it is ideal for use in
domestic sprinkler systems. Copper
handles extremes of heat with no
problems, side-effects or long-
term degradation. It maintains
acceptable physical, chemical and
mechanical properties between -196°C
and 205°C, meaning that it is suitable
for use in applications as diverse as
steam lines and cryogenics.
Confldence In Copper
Copper can be used in all areas of
plumbing and heating services with a
high degree of confidence. It is a high-
quality product that has evolved and
improved over SO years of use to
become the professional's choice.
In order to help installers make the
most of copper, the ECPPC has
published a series of "Installation Tips".
These provide technical advice on best
use of copper systems and are available
to technical colleges and installers in a
compilation booklet. For a free copy,
contact the ECPPC, clo GCI Group, 1
Chelsea Manor Gardens, London SW3
SPN.•
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The two McQuay 640Kw, high-efficiency
Systems. reciprocating chillers being delivered to
site at Leo Laboratories.
Potterton Myson is
currently taking a roadshow
around the country to up-
date the industry on the
latest developments in its
product range, including
new products and upgrades.
On display is the new
range of Select radiators
which were officially
launched on 1 October and
also the Chorus range of
designer radiators. The
presentations also feature
gas boilers, oil boilers, fan
convectors, fires, towel
warmers, heating controls
and pumps.
The Potterton Myson
Roadshow will be in Jury's,
Cork on 8 October; Jury's,
Limerick on 9 October; and
Great Southern, Galway on
16 October. Times: 6.30pm
for 7pm.
Contact: Fiona O'Neill,
Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 - 459 0870.
Roadshow
Biddle's award-winning
Innovair system which was
supplied to Quinnsworth
Mullingar by Euro Gas.
and refurbishment/
renovation projects across
the widest range of
applications including
offices, doctors'/dentists'
treatment rooms, seminar
rooms, hotels and schools.
Contact: Des Prendergast,
Euro Gas.
Tel: 01 - 286 8244.
Quinnsworth in Mullingar
has taken delivery of Biddle
Air Systems' new concept in
individually controlled
fresh air comfort - the
award-winning Innovair.
The microprocessor-
controlled, stand-alone,
unit was supplied by Euro
Gas Ltd and will be used in
the new extension to the
supermarket.
Innovair is designed to
provide high levels of
comfort for people,
particularly those in offices
and meeting/seminar
rooms. It was developed to
satisfy increasing demands
for "green engineering"
solutions, and meets the
latest industry standards in
air quality and energy
efficiency. Fundamental to
the new technology is the
ability to harness and
control the natural
refreshing potential of fresh
air.
Innovair is equally suited
for use in both new-build
Supermarket
Joins the
Queue for
Innovair
McQuay Chillers at Leo Laboratories
Thermo Systems recently provided two 640 Kw,
high-efficiency, reciprocating McQuay chillers at
Leo Laboratories.
These high-efficiency McQuay chillers have the
world's highest part-load co-efficients of
performance.
Thermo Systems Managing Director Aidan Lynch
explains: "The unique McQuay 2-speed reciprocating
compressor works at lower speeds for part loads
rather than cylinder unloading, the methodology
which other manufacturers use. This means that the
isentropic efficiency chiller is 14% at part loads,
which is critical for HVAC applications".
Contact: Aidan Lynch, Thermo
TeI: 01 - 492 5340.
Plan Expo '97 - By Far
the Biggest and Most
Exciting Vet
Over the past 15 years Plan Expo has continuously evolved
and adapted to reflect and promote the interests of Ireland's
construction industry. In recent years this process has taken
on a new momentum, culminating in the topical and exciting
format now scheduled for Plan Expo '97 (Venue: RDS; Dates:
16/17/18 October).
This year's event is undoubtedly the largest, most
comprehensive and dynamic show ever held, a fitting tribute
to an industry which is worth in the region of £5.5 billion+
annually at current estimates.
But Plan Expo is much more than an exhibition ... It is the
construction industry's showcase, comprising as it does
product presentation with a whole variety of related themed
areas, events, seminars and conferences. More than anything
else it reflects the considerable change in the market over the
last 15 years years and, more especially, the last four or five.
Historically, architects and consulting engineers were the
principal product specifiers. While they still are today, other
groups and professions within the construction industry are
now also responsible for this task. These include facilities
managers, homebuilders acting in consultation with
developers, and builders merchants.
In response to this change Plan Expo has broadened the
scope and emphasis of the show to incorporate a much wider
diversity of exhibitor, thereby making the forthcoming event
a truly all-industry affair.
Equally important is the programme of complementary
seminars, conferences, competitions and feature events which
will run in tandem with Plan Expo. Included are the ational
Apprentice Skills Competitions; Conferences & Seminars
(including IDHE on ISO 813) and the Plan Expo Product of
The Show Awards.
An admission ticket is enclosed with this issue of BSNews.
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TRADE NEWS
Compact
50/70 Wall-
Mounted Oil
Boilers
In the early days of central
heating, boilers were fired
by solid fuel. They were
large, typically cast-iron,
and sited in the cellar or in
an outside boilerhouse. For
urban homes, except the
largest, this was obviously
impractical. Then came
natural gas and the
evolution of the wall-
mounted boiler concept
emerged.
The prevalence for wall-
mounted boilers
particularly throughout the
ED - is explained by its
benefits as perceived by
designers and end users.
The simpie fact is that floor
storage space is more
convenient and accessible
as stretching up,particularly
for heavier items, is trouble-
some. The obvious solution
is to use the wall for the
boiler and the floor for
storge, with the added
benefit of bringing the
boiler controls up to eye
level.
Flues, particularly open
flues, can be more easily
installed and hidden when
the boiler is wall-mounted.
Of course a wall-mounted
boiler with balanced flue
proVides the ultimate in
freedom to the designer to
locate the boiler in the
optimum position from the
point of view of his kitchen
design.
With the above in mind
Boulter Boilers developed
the Compact 50/70 wall-
mounted, balanced-flue,
oil-fired, boiler. The
technology is based on their
many years experience as
left: Fernox Superconcentrate
central heating restorer from
Hevac.
Armstrong's Class 1HT Armaflex
from Newbridge Agencies.
or any application where
pipelines are operating in
extreme conditions.
Flexible, easy to install
and dust and fibre free, the
Armstrong Armaflex Class
1 HT is available in tube
and sheet form in a variety
of thicknesses and sizes.
Contact: Alan Beatty,
Newbridge Agencies.
Tel: 045 - 432150.
easier than it has ever been.
Fernox provides easy
solutions to most problems
caused by corrosion -
central heating systems can
be cleansed and protected;
boilers can be silenced; and
internal leaks can be sealed.
Each process need only take
minutes, saving hours over
traditional methods. The
potential for new business
should not be ignored.
The Superconcentrate
range comprises: Supercon-
centrate Central Heating
Protector; Superconcentrate
Central Heating Restorer;
Superconcentrate Boiler
Noise Silencer; and
Superconcentrate Central
Heating Leak Sealer.
Contact: Declan Kissane,
Hevac. Tel: 01 - 830 1211.
Armstrong Take the Heat
out of Insulating at High
Temperatures
Significant research,
development and
investment by Armstrong
has resulted in a product
which will insulate
efficiently and effectively
at temperatures as extreme
as -50°C to +150°C with a
t.op intermittent
temperature of +175°C.
With a thermal
conductivity of 0.040 at
O°C and a !.1 factor of 2500,
this temperature span makes
Armstrongs Class 1 HT
Armaflex suitable for
refrigeration lines, air
conditioning lines, solar
and general industrial use
Fernox:
Four Armed
is Four
Warmed!
The Superconcentrate hot
shots range of water
treatment products is now
available, making caring f-or
domestic water systems
RAces
Presidents'
Prize at
Luttrelstown
The Refrigeration & Air
Conditioning Golfing
Society held a very
successful outing at
Luttrellstown Castle Golf
Club recently. The
occasion was the
Presidents' Prize and an
excellent turnout enjoyed
a closely-contested day's
golf with M Butler of
ThurJes finally emerging
the overall winner.
Full results were as
follows:-
Overall Winner - M
Butler, Thurles, 37pts (5);
Class 1: Winner
P Smee, Kilkenny, 36pts
(12);
Runner-Up
P Chambers,
Beaverstown, 35pts (12);
Class 2: Winner
Eamon Murphy,
Edmundstown, 36pts
(17);
Runner-Up
o O'Regan, Woodbrook,
35pts (16);
Class 3: Winner
o Ryan, 36pts (21);
Runner-Up:
o Glynn, Ballinascorney,
35pts (18);
Front 9
Norman Ormiston,
Headford, 21pts (11);
Back 9
o Dowling, Forrest Little
(last two) 18pts, (19);
Visitor
BLoughnan, 37pts (8).
PAGE 6 BSNEWS/SEPTEMBER 1997
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T R A D E
oil-fired boiler specialists,
pioneering for example the
first balanced-flue oil
boilers. The Compact 50/70
is an obvious addition to
the Boulter family of
quality, competitively-
priced, fully room-sealed,
floor-standing, oil boiler
range (ranging from
50/70,000 to 135/175,000
BTU).
The Boulter reputation
has been built on high
quality and reliable
products manufactured to a
standard that has earned
full ISO 9000 accreditation.
NEW S
The Compact, proven over
the last number of years in
the UK, is now in stock at
Hevac Ltd and backed by
their professional spares
and service organisation.
The Compact 50/70 is
ideal for smaller kitchens
where floor level storage
space is at a premium and
for retrofitting with its
balanced flue with minimal
disturbance to the existing
kitchen layout.
Contact: Declan Kissane,
Hevac. Tel: 01 - 830 1211;
Fax: 01 - 8301990.
@[?®Q[l[;)
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for
Plumbing & Heating Contractors
Third Party Claims - Indemnity Limit £Im
@[p)~O®[]i)~
• Injury to employees £IOm indemnity
• £ I00,000 accident cover for employer
• Tools covered in van(s)
Prices start at £479.00
(minimum premium)
Quotations are subject to completion and
acceptance o( proposal (orm.
Boulter Boilers' Compact 50/70 from Hevac
IDHE Committee 97/98
Chairman - David Harris. Tel: 01 - 874 1151;
086 - 256 7985;
Vice Chairman - ]immy Hamilton. Tel: 01 - 453 1636;
088 - 543207;
Treasurer - Mario Mowlds. Tel: 01 - 4535680;
087 - 599154;
Education - Kevin Sullivan. Tel: 01 - 460 0166;
0858 - 524748;
Planning - Eamon McGlade. Tel: 01 - 602 1367;
e-mail: emcglade@bge.ie;
Officer - ]oe Keogh. Tel: 01 - 821 2626; 087 - 624701.
Officer - ]oe Holton. Tel: 01 - 831 1336.
Contact: Correspondence Secretary, Karen Kelly.
Tel: 01 - 874 1151.
QDOil@J@~r?OO@[?0
Hibernian Insurance Group
Haddington Road
Dublin 4
~[\OU[\~@IJUi)@OU\S &~®ou\S0
Redmond Insurances Ltd
222 Harolds Cross Road
Dublin 6W
@e[ii)\5~~8 ~@wQ[ii) ~OO~@@
~08 ® 1:1 ~®@ £5®22
[}~~8 ®0 1:1 ~®@ £5®®2
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IBP c EX Conex nd HevacA Fitting Pa ner hip
TRIFLOW FITTING
•
The ORIGINAL Quality Lead-Free Solder Ring Fitting
Approved for use with Copper Tube to IS/EN 1057:1996
National Standards Authority of Ireland ISO 9000:1987
(IS 300: Part 2: 1987, and ISO 9002:1987 Re No: M122
·~';·~U'9.u,••r Do et 81,.e., Dubllln 1. '11 : 01 • 830 1 1; x: 01 • 830 1 10
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Systemflue By Powrmatic
System VEF is a factory-made, single-wall, flue pipe system
from PDwrmatic comprising a range of straight pipe lengths
and associated fittings. It is available in five diameters -
from 100mm to 200mm - in either white, black, or brown.
System VEF combines an attractive appearance with low
installation costs and is manufactured from low carbon
mild steel l.2mm, to BS 1449 Part 1, with the exception of
100mm diameter components which are 0.9mm.
The finished steel is internally and externally coated with
a high-temperature and acid-resistant vitreous enamel
coating which meets the resistance requirements of BS 1344
Parts 1 and 7 and conforms to class SA requirements of BS
1344 Part 3 for acid resistance.
System VEF is suitable for all fuels in both domestic and
commercial heating applications.
Contact:
Patrick Lowry,
Powrmatic.
Tel: 01 - 452 1533/
4521635.
Right:
System VEF, Powrmatic's
new factory-made,
single-wall, flue pipe
system
Minister Launches National
Maintenance Centre
The National Maintenance Centre at the Dublin Institute of
Technology (DJT) - which aims to support Irish Industry in
developing best practice and strategies in maintenance - was
formerly launched earlier this month by the Minister for
Science, Technology and Commerce, Michael Smith, TD.
The Centre, established with part funding from Forbairt, is
the first Irish initiative to address the long-standing needs for
a development focus for maintenance. Sector expertise
includes manufacturing, building services, electronics/
electrics, printing and construction.
The Centre has access to the personnel and extensive
facilities of DJT, a leading proVider of excellent graduates and
technicians to maintenance areas of Irish industry.
liThe benefits of investing in a professional maintenance
approach are often overlooked, leading to excessive machine
downtime, quality defects and lost orders. People - their
development, their training and their access to resources -
are generally the key difference in maintenance performance
betwe~n Best-in-Class and other companies", said Bernard
Tully, Centre Manger.
Contact: Bernard Tully, Centre Manager. Tel: 01 - 872 9084.
Romplas
Bathrooms
27 Different
Designs!
... and that's only the
beginning, according to a
spokesman for Romplas
Bathrooms, the bathroom
manufacturing plant based
in Ballyhaunis, Co Mayo,
which is claimed to be the
largest such facility in the
country.
Standing on a l.8-acre
site, the modern purpose-
designed premises
incorporates 26,000 sq ft of
covered space taking in
production area, offices
and warehousing. There is
also planning permission
for further expansion of
the plant, as and when the
requirement arises.
Romplas Bathrooms has
its own in-house design
facilities and makes its own
tools and patterns, etc. In
fact, in this respect the
company is totally self-
sufficient.
There has been
significant investment in
state-of-the-art
manufacturing equipment
and production follows
recognised and established
quality control procedures.
To date approximately
£750,000 has been spent
on plant and equipment.
At the time of writing
there are 27 different
designs in Romplas
Bathrooms' range but this
is constantly changing as
new variations are
introduced at regular
intervals.
Romplas Bathrooms has
an established distribution
network throughout the
UK. This is currently under
review with a view to
expansion, along with
markets further afield such
as Sweden and Germany
which are also being
targetted.
Below: One of the 27 different
designs currently being
produced by Romplas
Bathrooms at their state-of-
the-art manufacturing plant in
Ballyhaunis, Co Mayo
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eee
Open
Vain'!
oil, etc. The most common
requests are to do a pair of
connections for flow and
return into heating or
cooling systems, or a single
connection for a probe.
Among the locations
Pipetek has been used are
Analogue Devices, UCD, St
lames' Hospital, Amdahl
Computers, Financial
Services Centre, Verbatim,
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals,
Merrion Shopping Centre,
lntel, NEC and Hewlett
Packard.
The advantages of
Pipetek over traditional
pipe-branch connection
methods include no
draindown, no air locks
after refilling, no
interruption of services for
production and no change
in main pressure. All our
personnel are fully insured
with only ASME 9 welders
employed.
Contact: lohathan Aird,
Pipetek. Tel: 01 - 269 3371.
At Last ee e Branch
Connections Without
Stoppage Or Draindown!
3. Mltin is drilled under pressure and (:upun i~ h(·ld h) ('utting hl'ad
1. Pipr bnml'h pit't'~ i~ wcldt:d tu m~in. wcid ,.. ht'ckt'd luul ,",live allal..'hed.
Traditionally, making
pipe-branch connections to
existing pipework involved
a disruptive and time-
consuming process. "But
not any more", says
lonathan Aird, Managing
Director of Pipetek Ltd.
"Using our 'hot-tapping'
method, we can now make
pipe-branch connections
into existing pipework
without shutdown or
drainage."
Essentially, the process is
done by welding a small
section of pipe to the main
and adding a valve, before
drilling the main through
the open valve under
pressure. At present Pipetek
can make connections up
to 4in on to any size pipe
or tank, maximum pressure
and temperature being
12-bar and 175°C
respectively.
Pipe must be steel and
contents can be water,
solvents, gas, steam, brine,m Miller Freeman
+33141220013
www.interclima.com.
- Sonlfaryware
-TIling
- Electricity
dlstrlbullon
On the same dates at Parls-Nard Vllleplnte
Espace
Conforf
BATIMAT
The Inlemational Building
and Renovation Exhibirion
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
~ Regulation, Measurement, Control
~ Heating, Hot water, Electrical heating
~ Air conditioning, Ventilation
~ Refrigeration, Pumps, Fittings,Pipes, Tools,
Material and Equipment
MrfMrsf ·· .
Miss/Ms
Company .
Complete and return this reply c~~~~~_!~: ,
·----~--PR-O-M-O-SALONS-~-F~~~~h-T;~;E~hibiii~~-. French Embassy i
Marine House -Clanwilliam Court, Clanwilliam Place - DUBLIN 2 z i
Tel.: (01) 661 2535· Fax: (01) 661 72 91 ~ i
o I would like to exhibit and would like to receive, without j
obligation, registration application forms j
o I would like to visit the exhibition and request........ ... ... :
invitation(s)
Address .............................•..............................................•..................
Postcode City .
,
,
,i Country .
I Tel Fax .
1:, m Miller Freeman__ A__ot_.-
L _
()=rr q 1°1
4. Vwht: is c1'».icd and drilling nHH.'hinl' rClUflYcd fHr CUnlll't."f.Jun tn new plpcwUI'k
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Therrb!ll Systems
International
ABOVE: AAF Easdale air handling unit from Thermo Systems
Thermo Systems Ltd, Unit 2, Church Buildings Industrial Estate, Church Lane,
Rathfarnham, Dublin 14. Tel: 01 - 492 5340; Fax: 01 - 492 5342; E-mail: thermosy@indigo.ie
Systems
RIGHT: AAF Easdale air
handling unit design from
Thermo Systems
DISTRIBUTORS IN IRELAND FOR:·
ABOVE: McQuay International single screw chiller
from Thermo Systems
,.ay International HVAC Chillers
• Single chillers to 10,000 Kw
• Single Scre\A' 25% more efficient than Dual Screws
• Single Screw oil free and virtually maintenance free
• Worlds most efficient reciprocating chillers
• Worlds most efficient centrifugal chillers
• Crystallisation proof absorption chillers
• Refrigerants R22, R407C, RIHA, R41 OA
• Directly addressable by BMS
• Chillers in stock
AAF International Air Handling and Recirculation Units
• Unique solid panel modar construction
• Air Handling and Recirculation Units duty to 83m3/s
• 80% more energy efficient than glass fibre panelled units
• Three times design life of steel framed units
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Trade news continues on page 45
J J Sampson & Son offers
two Danfoss Randall energy
control packs. They are:-
Thermiser© Pac 1 -
Designed for use in systems
where heating control is
solely by radiator
thermostats, the pack
contains all the necessary
controls for time and
temperature control of hot
water, time control of
heating, plus radiator
thermostats for the
individual temperature
control of each room.
Thermiser© Pac 2 -
Designed for use in systems
where the customer
demands independent
control of heating and hot
water, this pack includes a
heating zone valve and a 2-
channel electronic
programmer, plus the hot
water controls and radiator
thermostats found in Pac 1.
Contact: Dave Sampson/
Jon Byrne, J J Sampson &
Son. Tel: 01 - 6268111.
IDHE Diploma Course
Enrolment for the 97/98 lDHE Diploma Course took place
earlier this month. If you know someone who may be
interested in doing this course, or if you yourself are
interested, contact Seamus Murrin of Bolton Street at
Iel: 01 - 402 4017 or lDHE Education Officer Kevin Sullivan
at Tel: 088 - 524748.
The new lDHE committee's first technical evening after
the summer recess will be held at the Engineers Club in
Clyde Road on 7 October 1997. Ihe evening will be
sponsored by Heating Distributors, the topic for discussion
being flues and underfloor heating.
Also, on Friday 17 October the lDHE will host a seminar
at the Plan Expo exhibition in the RDS at 2.30pm. Subject
for discussion will be IS0813.
Additionally, diploma students for the 95/96 course will
receive their diplomas on the same occasion.
Danfoss Randall control
packs proVide installers
with an easy-to-handle
control solution which
simplifies the ordering and
handling of domestic
heating controls.
Each pack contains all of
the zone valves, hot water
controls and time controls
necessary to control the
most commonly-installed
systems, plus five radiator
thermostats.
All of the components are
100% compatible and are
accompanied by a detailed
wiring diagramme to ensure
that everything works fir t
time.
Danfoss
Randall
Energy
Control
Packs
Left: Michael
Regan, lacobs
International with
Peter Kinsella,
Coca Cola; Dermot
Grumley, ERBA;
and John Murphy,
CR Bard.
Right: Jim
Barry, VMRA
with Cormac
Walsh, SCS; and
Brian Raymond
and Joe Weafer,
Delap III Wailer.
T R A D E
SCS Golf Classic at
City West
Standard Control Systems, the specialists in control and
energy management systems, held its annual golf classic at
City West Golf Club recently. The turnout on the day was
exceptional, quite a number of senior figures from the
industry participating in what proved to be a thorougly
enjoyable occasion.
SCS were again blessed with good weather and this was
reflected in the high scoring, the winning card returned at
96pts in the four-ball, stableford competition.
The high golf-playing turnout was sweJled even further
later that evening for the dinner and presentation of prizes.
In his address SCS Managing Director Cormac Walsh said:
"My thanks to the many clients and loyal friends who have
helped make SCS the No: 1 Irish-owned controls business
in Ireland. This success has led to increased employment in
the company and an increase in export activity which
accounts for over £500,000 of the company's turnover. I
look forward to all of us sharing in further growth in the
future and, once again, my thanks for your support to
date."
Contact: Cormac Walsh/Sean O'Ioole, SCS.
Iel: 01 - 624 6100.
Right: lohn White,
ERBA with Brian
McPhilips,
Derham McPhilips;
Brendan Keaveney,
B Keaveney III
Associates; and
Sean O'Toole, SCS.
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CHADWICKS PLUMB CENTRE
Chadwicks Plumb Centres
h dwicks Plumb Centres aim at totally fulfiling the trade needs of
e heating, plumbing and sanitaryware sectors in a professional,
yet friendly, manner
Stlllorgan Plumb Centre
Chadwicks Plumb Centre in Stillorgan, Co Dublin, was the first outlet to
represent the new concept. It is here that the fundamental idea has been
defined, refined, and further developed to that which it represents today.
Starting out in a green field site in 1989, the reputation and standing of
the Stillorgan Plumb Centre grew at an enormous rate among heating and
plumbing contractors, creating an expectation which Manager Greg
McGrillen and his colleagues have continued to expand on year after year.
While never deviating from the fundamentals, the concept is constantly
changing and evolving, adopting to new market requirements and, at
times, actually anticipating and being instrumental in bringing about
change.
A mixture of leading-brand and own-
brand products make up the portfolio of
the Stillorgan Plumb Centre, the
composition of which is tailored to meet
the known and projected needs of the
established heating and plumbing
contractor client base.
Quality of service coupled with quality
of products is the first requirement. How
these are delivered is equally important,
the rapport between staff and contractors
being an essential ingredient in the
success of the concept. It's all about relationships and personalities.
Against this background price is a secondary consideration.
( hiul\\ id., 1>llIlIIh ( clltfl', lllit b2/(d Stillurgall IlIdll\trial
1>,lrk, mat·kl'ud., (u Ullhlill. Id: III - 29S XIlXII; lax: III - 29S XIl7.'i,
( untold: ('fl'g \Id,rillt'n
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The development of theChadwicks plumbing andheating business is yet another
unique marketing initiative by the
Grafton Group plc. The objective is to
improve still further the service
provided to the trade in respect of
heating, plumbing and sanitaryware
products. Where appropriate, tiles can
also be included.
The product range stocked is vast,
taking in all the leading brand names
in each of the product categories
represented. Common to all is that
they are of the highest quality, made to
exacting tolerances and performance
requirements, and are manufactured
according to recognised international
standards.
Moreover, they are presented in a
professional and attractive manner
utilising a specially-devised display
style which is uniform and instantly
recognisable. Apart from serving the
immediate needs of plumbing and
heating contractors, the Plumb Centre
outlets also serve as focal points where
the trade can bring their customers to
see the product in an installed, working
environment.
As part of the Grafton Group plc,
16
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CHADWICKS PLUMB CENTRE
Walkinstown Plumb Centre Cork Plumb Centre
Chadwicks Plumb Centre, GreenhiIIs Road, Walkinstown, Dublin IZ.
Tel: 01 - 460 0166; Fax: 01 - 460 0172.
Contact: Kevin SulIivan
Chadwicks Plumb Centn',
Vnit 4, Southside Industrial
Estate, Pouladuff Rmld,
Toghcr, Cork.
Tcl: OZI - 3Z0456;
Fax: OZI - 320460.
Contact: Scalllus ColIins
The Cork Plumb Centre is the latest
outlet to come on stream and the
first outside of Dublin. Once again
the site chosen was a green field
situation
occupying a
prime site on
the Pouladuff
Road with
immediate
access to the
city's ring road.
The fund-
amental trading
philosophy is
identical to that
of the other
outlets, save for the same individual
freedom to tailor the nature of the
product portfolio and the style of
the service proVided to suit the
existing and targeted client base.
Against that background the Cork
Plumb Centre is noticeably different
from the others. Its customer base
comprises medium-sized and large
contractors, the more specialised
firms who concentrate on small
commercial projects. This is
reflee~ed in the composition of the
product portfolio which includes
large boilers, underfloor heating, etc.
Manager Seamus Collins and his
colleagues - Frazer McGilp,
Diarmuid Flynn and Pad loe Barry -
make-up a tight team and work very
much in conjunction with one
another to satisfy the exacting
reqUirements of the broad and
diversified contractor base served.
plumbing and heating division (see
page 42).
And yet the foregoing is only half the
story. Reinforcing these strengths is a
complementary and equally quality-
driven service support structure. This
includes excellent stock availability; on
time site delivery to the designated
point; flexible and cooperative staff
attitudes; and a free advisory/
consultancy service whereby assistance
is provided in choosing the most
appropriate product and design
solution for any given requirement.
Taken together, it all adds up to
totally fulfiling the trade needs of the
heating, plumbing and sanitaryware
sectors in a professional, yet friendly,
manner.•
The Greenhills Road Plumb Centre in Walkinstown, Co Dublin, has the
advantage of being a relatively new venture. Manager Kevin Sullivan was able
to look at the lessons learned from the Stillorgan experience and to put in
place management and operating structures based on that experience.
The result is a highly-efficient and very
disciplined product/service offering. The
product range carried is vast and is intended to
be a one-stop shop for virtually every
conceivable need of heating, plumbing and
specialist tiling contractors.
Once again the emphasis is on thoroughness
and professionalism, but not at the expense of
friendliness. The approach is to be serious
about business while, at the same time,
recognising that the strength of that trading
arrangement lies in the strength of the
personal relationships between all concerned.
Especially helpful in this respect is the
flexible and accommodating nature of the staff and their willingness to share
and impart the vast knowledge and experience they have at their disposal.
Additionally, Chadwicks personnel are involved in more general all-industry
activities. For instance, Kevin is currently an active Committee member of the
Institute of Domestic Heating & Environmental Engineers (IDHE).
Chadwicks' Plumb Centres enjoy all
the benefits associated with being part
of such an influential organisation.
Group turnover was just under £200
miJIion in 1966 and encompasses
builders merchanting, plumbers
merchanting, manufacturing,
wholesaling and retailing interests.
Access to all manner of support
mechanisms, coupled with significant
purchasing power when sourcing
product, makes for value-for-money
prices at all Plumb Centre outlets.
There is also the advantage and
convenience of a single credit account.
Once a customer has an account with a
particul;u Plumb Centre or Chadwicks
outlet, it applies to any branch in the
country, all of which have a dedicated
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putting
THqCiiality
01
Vokera (Ireland) Ltd, Mullinahone,
Co Tipperary. TellFax: 052 - 53345
JIlultil4wil4
THERE IS ONLY ONE
For our latest brochure call Vokera Ireland on
052 - 53345.
When Vokera build appliances we build in quality.
Our range of sealed system, combi and condensing
boilers, water heaters and floor standing boilers are
some of the most technologically advanced, and
our versatile flue systems ensure maximum siting
flexibility.
Multikwik connectors remain watertight and airtight in the
toughest conditions. Moulded from strong flexible
_-:::::==_-.... ethylene vinyl acetate copolymer, they're~::::::;;=;= ~ designed to work with unfailing dedication
---- ------- -::•. --' ~. \ to duty year after year after year.
I 'l' \ A range of over eighty simple-to-fit sizes
! :. and a whole host of uniquely gripping,: features make life easier for installers.
./ With certification by the British Board of
/' Agrement, plus thirty years of
/" experience, Multikwik is a name that spells
,,;' complete confidence for Specifiers,
./" Merchants, Contractors and Plumbers.
/" Be sure, be better, be a genuine Multikwik fitter.
It's the certain way to be well connected.
Contact:
MFP Sales Limited, Lucan, Co Dublin. Sales: Tel. (01) 6280696. Fax. (01) 628 1119.
'--etat on the bend!li.
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Danfoss-Randall range of
heating controls,
programmers and timers from
J J Sampson lit Son.
been with the company for over
20 years.
PMI is essentially a customer-
oriented company with an
experienced sales force covering
the Republic of Ireland. Internally
there is an enthusiastic sales team
based in Dublin to handle all
inquiries and orders by phone.
For immediate help or expert
service advice PMI has a technical
help line which will put
customers in touch with an
experienced engineer or technical
specialist, in addition to handling
all after-sales queries.
With a fully fitted training
facility on our premises and
regular training sessions, PMI
ensures that contractors and
installers have the right know-
how to fit and install all of the
products from its range.
The two brands under which
products are marketed are
Potterton - for boilers, fires and
controls; and Myson - for
radiators, valves and thermostatic
controls. Brief details of the
product line-up are as follows:-
Boilers: PMI supplies a range of
gas and oil boilers, including the
Suprima, the Profile, the Envoy
and the Statesman.
Radiators: In radiators, the
product range consists of the
Supaline, Chorus, Premier; Myson
Select - the "one range sOI3J"ion"
- and LST radiators;
Pumps: Potterton Myson offers
a range of domestic and light
commercial pumps.
Valves: The product portfolio
also includes a full range of
radiator valves and accessories
including the Match-mate,
Myson Ireland
Myson Select ... the "one range
solution"
Myson Ireland was established in
1974 to market and sell Myson
heating products in Ireland. The
company developed successfully
over the years and was acquired
by Blue Circle Industries plc, a UK
based multinational, in 1989.
Four years later Potterton Myson
Ireland (PMI) was established as
part of the Blue Circle Group to
market and sell Blue Circle
heating products in Ireland. This
company brought together
Myson, Thorn and Potterton.
PMl's sister company and
manufacturing plant, Myson
Scanglo, based in ewcastle West
and is the only Irish manufacturer
of controls and valves. The two
companies work closely together,
sharing the same Managing
Director, Sean Hanratty, who has
ensure customer
satisfaction.
Ever-changing
market
conditions
demand more
choice and a far
greater variety of
individual
products from
suppliers.
Additionally, the
overlapping and
varying use of
products in
different
industries calls
for a very high
level of technical
expertise and
application
know-how.
Today - with increasing manufacturing
representation and an ever-expanding products
portfolio - J J Sampson & Son provides
Chadwicks heating and plumbing divisions
with a wide and varied choice from some of
the world's leading controls and
instrumentation suppliers. Included are
Danfoss Randall: heating controls,
programmers and timers; TEC: heating
management systems; Danfoss: burner and
boiler controls; and Jimi Heat: trace he : tapes,
heater mats and anti-freeze tapes.
This strength is further reinforced by the fact
that all principals' products are quality assured
to IS09001 and are further complemented by
J J Sampson & Son's I 09002 Quality
Assurance accrfditation.
JJSampson & Son
J J Sampson & Son has satisfied customer
requirements over a 7S-year period with a high
quality product portfolio supported by
committed, well-informed, personnel. Be it a
refrigeration and air conditioning, heating and
energy management controls, or industrial
process equipment, J J Sampson & Son has a
solution to
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EXCEL
INDUSTRIES
Manufacturers and Distributors of Building Services Equipment
2, Coalisland Road, Dungannon, Co Tyrone. BT7 6JT.
Tel: 08 01868 753591; Fax: 08 01868 753628
Coolmine Industrial Estate, Clonsilla Road, Dublin 15.
Tel: (353) 01 8207900; Fax: (353) 01 8204797
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Match-master, Fullflow, circulator
valve and thermostatic radiator valve;
Controls: Under the controls
category, there is a large number of
programmers and time controls,
motorised valves and room
thermostats. The main aim of these
products is to conserve energy and
reduce fuel bills;
Gas Fires, towel warmers, fan
convectors: A range of Potterton gas
fires is available to suit many purposes
and add warmth and atmosphere to
any setting. Myson towel warmers can
be seen in many top hotels in Ireland
and will soon be installed in all rooms
in the new Merrion Hotel in Dublin.
Fan convectors are a versatile, space-
saving heating solution which are
popular for both the domestic and
commercial sector.
Wilo Engineering
Wilo Engineering Ltd is the Irish sales
subsidiary of the Wilo-Salmson AG
Group of pump companies. The
Group, which is German owned, has
an annual turnover of £300 million;
sells into every continent in the world;
has six manufacturing plants - one in
Ireland - and 24 foreign distribution
subsidiaries. Worldwide employment
stands at approximately 2,500
employees with 150 employed in
Ireland, including seasonal employees.
Ireland is a vital cog in the group's
structure, a position strengthened year
on year on the back of its performance
in respect of sales and manufacturing
output. There are two Irish Group
Companies - Wilo Engineering Ltd
which looks after sales in Ireland, and
Wilo Pumps Ltd which is a manu-
facturing company.
They are based in separate locations
in Limerick with an obvious benefit for
customers in Ireland as a consequence
of the natural synergy of all that is best
in the two operations.
Wilo is a major contributor to the
Irish economy at both national and
local level. All told, the company
spends in the region of £6 million
annually in Ireland.
Additionally, Wilo has an ongOing
capital expenditure programme in
Ireland. In the years 1989 to 1995 an
investment programme of £9 million
was undertaken on new plant and
machinery. This investment pro-
gramme helped the Wilo Pumps Ltd
manufacturing plant, which stands on
a 4-acre Site, to increase its output.
BI Caraher (Distributors)
When B] Caraher (Distributors) Ltd - Northern Ireland's largest independent
supplier to the building services sector - first entered the Republic of Ireland
approximately five years ago, they brought with them a unique and distinctive
way of doing business. While very professional, it is simple, straightforward, and
extremely flexible. It is also customer-friendly.
Somehow, B] Caraher (Distributors) can bring a portfolio of proven-quality,
brand-leading names to the marketplace at prices which allow for sensible profit
margins.
Among these are Matki and Ideal Standard.
Matki designer shower surrounds, doors and enclosures are highly-distinctive,
very often setting fashion styles and bathroom trends which other
manufacturers seek to emulate.
Beautifully crafted and presented in a choice of stylish collections, there is a
solution to satisfy all requirements. Included are doors to fit openings from
605mm up to 1600mm in a wide variety of styles and finishes.
Other examples include:-
o Contrasts from Ideal Standard - Strong colours have once again entered the
world of design and, in Contrasts, Ideal-Standard brings them into the
bathroom.
o Vibrant hues contrast with Old English White in the colourful
interpretation of the Chloe suite. The purity of the Old English White porcelain
is used for the water zone while rich glazes are used for the exteriors.
From the Matki Colonade collection of shower
doors and surrounds
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RADIATORS
Attractive and easy to clean, with no
sharp top edge to injure hands or
snag clothes, the Barlo rolled-top
range is the obvious choice for safe-
ty.
Every radiator panel is produced
from one single piece of steel, so
there's less chance of leaks or rust
spots developing over time.
Every radiator is tested to 7 bar and
is manufactured to BS 5750 Part 2
(ISO 9002-1987), they comply with
BS 3528: 1977 and carry the British
Standards Kitemark certificate.
BARLO RADIATORS:
CLONMEL: Cashill Road, Clonmel, Co Tipperary. Tel: 052 - 27477/27377; Fax: 052 - 22195
DUBLIN: Broomhill Business Park, Broomhill Road, Dublin 24. Tel: 0I - 459 6099; Fax: 0I - 459 6123
Danfoss Heating Controls - Insist on them by name
J. J. SAMPSON & SON LTD,
71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Dublin 10.
Tel: 01 - 626 8111 Fax: 01 - 626 9334
eMail: sampson@indigo.ie
Danfoss Randall
The complete rang f
controls for all your
heating applications
o Unrivalled range of products to suit
all applications.
o Compatibility and reliability
guaranteed.
o High quality, high performance
at competitive prices.
o Available direct or from all leading
heating product suppliers.
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Lycris Byrne
lycris Byrne glass-lined steel
high-pressure hot water
storage cylinder
with an output of 6kW to 10kW
(20,472 btu - 34,120btu).
The new model joins the successful
14se, 20se and 28.96, which have all
been updated. The whole range is now
finished in an attractive new diamond
white case and control panel. Internal
modifications have simplified the
electronics, using a Honeywell
combined gas valve and ignition
control, while gas connection is also
Lycris Byrne continues to grow at a great rate, due particularly to the current
building boom, but also due to the continued innovative development of existing
and new products. The company is one of the market leaders offering the
complete answer to all hot and cold water requirements.
A typical example of this is the success of the glass-lined steel cylinders
introduced two years ago. The benefits of these corrosion-resistant cylinders .
include the following:
o Pressurised water supply eliminates the need for an electric-power shower;
o Extra shower/sink units can be added without reducing the flow;
o Unit can operate up to 10 bar (with normal pressure relief valve);
o All-welded construction;
o Suitable for domestic and industrial use;
o Quick and simple installation.
The development of the Lycris Byrne
combination unit has resulted in an
unprecedented demand for this innovative
product. The combination units include a hot and
cold water storage system, providing a pressurised
flow with all internal wiring and piping
completed at the factory. This makes for
minimum on-site work. It is suitable for
apartment blocks and applications with high
water demands.
Other products in the Lycris Byrne portfolio
include copper hot water storage cylinders; heat
exchange kits; DIY cylinders; and a customised
range of copper cylinders.
The Lycris Byrne product range is supported by
a strong reputation for providing a quality
product and service combined with nationwide
distribution. Reinforcing this reputation is its ISO
9002 accredited manufacturer status.
Domestic boiler specialist Vokera has
launched a new model in its Mynute
system boiler range. The
competitively-priced Mynute lOse
takes the range to the lower output
levels required in smaller properties,
Vokera: New
System Boiler
Range
Wilo glandless circulators for domestic
heating applications
Just recently work was completed on
a new 15,000 sq ft warehousing facility
at the Limerick plant. This is to
accommodate growth in production
output which now stands at 1.6
million units per year.
But what of the product portfolio:
right from when the company was first
established 125 years ago, Wilo has
been synonymous with innovative,
quality-driven products. That
fundamental philosophy still
underpins the entire operation.
However, the requirement to do so in
the most cost-efficient and
enVironmentally-friendly manner has
never been greater than it is now.
The current crop of new products
coming on stream bears testimony to
this process.
Wilo has traditionally been
associated with circulating pumps for
central heating and chilled water
applications. In more recent years the
company has introduced a
comprehensive range of stainless steel
pumps for cold water and sanitary
services. This year they added a new
and innovative range of sewage
pumps. This enlargement of the
overall range of products, together
with constant and innovative
upgrading of design, means Wilo will
still be 'at the forefront of building
services pump technology into the
new century.
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The Pentangle corner entry pack is
Showerlux's latest cost-saving and versatile
product option from the Inspirations range
Coppercraft is a name which is
synonymous with copper cylinders. As
the demand for lower running costs
and more efficient and cost-effective
energy use have grown, so too has
Coppercraft's product portfolio. In
addition to technically-advanced and
highly-sophisticated cylinders
manufactured to IS09000 and BS
Coppercraft's technically-advanced andKitemark quality, the portfolio now
extensive product portfolio
includes SystemZone, a sophisticated
central heating/hot water control system; Fonix hot water tanks; Alfa Laval
domestic hot water modules with plate heat exchangers; and Aquatherm
calorifies.
SystemZone is a "smart" central heating water distribution system which is
designed to deliver high-performance zoned systems without complicated zone
valves. By neutralising the flow-return water pressures as they pass through the
unit, it eliminates unrequired zone heating, while simultaneously catering for
reqUired zone distribution by the selection of circulating pumps;
Fonix unvented hot water cylinders complement Coppercraft's own-
manufactured range. A unique feature is the Rilsan coating which prevents
lime sticking to the cylinder interior or coil. It also minimises the growth of
bacltria;
The TSlOOO family of compact Alfa Laval tap water modules covers from
50kW up to l,OOOkW of domestic hot water generation;
Aquatherm steam/water non-storage calorifiers are designed in accordance
with BS 853.90. The standard construction is of carbon steel shells, carbon steel
tubeplate, carbon steel/cast-iron steam headers and a low fin solid-drawn
copper "U" tube battery for maximum efficiency.
Coppercraft
Renowned for its reputation as top
manufacturer of shower enclosures,
Showerlux has now launched an
exciting range of new baths and
whirlpools that arguably establishes
the company's bathroom portfolio as
the widest in the world.
Showerlux's existing range has been
expanded with a further eight brand
new baths which now totals 20 designs
in a variety of shapes and sizes, 58
Showerlux
From Vokera's Mynute system boiler range
made simpler with a 15mm
compression connection supplied.
System boilers are becoming
increasingly popular as their ease of
installation is recognised by installers,
and the market has seen steady growth
over the past ten years. The Mynute
has achieved strong market
penetration since its introduction in
1989 and the new model gives the
range a comprehensive spread of
output levels, from 6kW to 28kW (or
20,472 btu to 95,536 btu). It also
makes installation even simpler than
before. With the best components
available and backed by Vokera's
unbeatable service, the Mynute is set
to continue to make a big impact on
the system boiler market.
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SEWERAGE
Developed and manufactured right
here in Ireland, MFP Drainage Systems are
the obvious choice for experts. As one of
the most cost effective, professional systems
around, quality and value are guaranteed
when you choose MFP.
The comprehensive range of products
from MFP conforms to national and
international standards. ai ~
tliJ}f:J
i I
MFP Sales Linrlted, Lucan. Co. Dublin. Tel: (01) 6280696. Fax: (01) 6281119.
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The
IIAbbey"
Suite
\
One of a range of luxury suites 1
From
e
SH1RES
I ,. e I /I /l d
rei: 01 - 451 5877
Fax: 01 - 451 5534
IRELANDS BEST SELLING
PLASTIC OIL TANKS
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The Adelphi suite from Shires ... the last
word in Edwardian style
with pine or mahogany panels and
seats. For those who have a larger
bathroom why not choose an Adelphi
suite ... the last word in Edwardian
style.
The Visions range, also from Shires,
combines a subtle blend of old and
new and incorporates four uniquely-
styled suites for the modern home.
A full range of showers, shower
trays, acrylic baths, luxury cast-iron
bath and taps and mixers of every
description means Shires Bathrooms
are second to none.
Armitage Shanks
Founded in 1817, Armitage Shanks
bathrooms have been fitted in
countless homes offering successive
generations a varied range of styles
from authentic period to timeless,
classic uites and innovative new ideas
-
- -
- -
-
- -
Shires Ireland
Shires Bathrooms are one of Ireland's
leading distributors of bathroom
products. Boasting a comprehensive
range of suites from traditional to
contemporary styles, there is one to
suit every individual taste.
For those who like the feel of the
country, there are the Harvest, Croft
and Abbey suites. AIl are well priced
and available in white or soft cream
-
-
-
Right:
Flair Capella front-entry
80cm with side panel
bodyline glass and white
profile.
Flair International
Whether it is a shower enclosure, an over-bath screen or a complete enclosure,
there is a wealth of options available from Flair International to suit all tastes and
budgets.
In terms of enclosures, Flair manufactures the exclusive Opale and Sapphire
range in white, polish antique gold and chrome profiles with clear and cut-glass
panels; the luxury Capella and Watermark range in white, gold and silver profiles
with panels and telescopic adjustment; and the durable economy Astral ranges.
Over bath screens - which offer an elegant solution for the shower in the bath
options - are available, not only in a range of profile finishes and glass panels,
but additionally in single
or multi-fold designs.
Finally, complete
shower cubicles
including shower trays,
shower head, mixer
valves, service panel and
enclosures - are now
available in a range of
entry styles to meet every
budget. These include
everything from the total
plastic cubicle to the
multi-jet with moulded
service panel, including
integral moulded stool.
Firebird Boilers are produced in a
modern factory accredited with ISO
9002 and equipped with state-of-the-
art production machinery, such as
Trumpf automatic punch presses and
CNC folding machines, etc.
As full manufacturing members of
OFTEC, the company's boilers are
manufactured to comply with
OFSA100, which includes the
requirement to comply with EU
standards.
I
\
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CalorifiersCI Albion Domestic Cylinders
III The Cylinder People Saturn - Super Duty Shower EnclosuresAquapak
1llllflt.i
t~, Hot WaterTowel
-'~.~~J1 Rails ~][M[ lPlElRJ[AlL V~~ifjt. The Bathroom in a
ROYAL VENTON Box
./
Flue Pipe
JllolJURAflamco
Sealed Systems Bathroom Cabinets
Equipment
Unvented Hot Water
BREFgI' EquipmentPumps 1:1 Wednesbury Tube CopperTubeGuaranteed 20Years
CARRON Stainless Steel and lA' Water FittingsColoured Silk and AccessoriesPHOENIX Quartz Sink Tops Midland Stlm Lld
Cast Iron ProductsI.Ui!!JThame. Dudley Lt:cI. and Flushing Cisterns
KALDEWEI
Sanitary Ware
Baths
Water Fittings
ShowerValves
Bathroom Furniture
Steel Baths and
ShowerTrays
• •••••••••
• •••••••••
· .
· ...••....
· ...••....
TREVI
High-Performance
ShowerValves
B. J. CARAHER
DISTRIBUTORS LTD
Dnrphin Ilc)lIst.'. 19 Bdfast I~nad. Saintfidd BT1-1 7EP
'I'd: UX UI1JX 511U71; Fax: UX UI1JX 51U911
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CHADWICKS PLUMB CENTRE
which reflect up-to-the-minute taste in
contemporary design.
Though each suite has its own
distinctive appearance, all are
manufactured by Armitage Shanks to
the same high standards.
No one understands better than
Armitage Shanks what the consumer is
looking for in a bathroom, right down
to the last detail, and they are
confident that the extensive portfolio
provides an irresistible invitation to
consumers to create their own world.
The choices available offer limitless
permutations, new additions
constantly coming on stream.
Atypical example is Montana ... free
and ethereal ... that's Montana. Aclean
compact styling that suits perfectly the
requirement for cloakrooms,
bathrooms and en-suites.
The basin combines maximum
washing area with minimum external
disturbance, while the wc and bidet
mirror its lines. When it comes to
bathing, the smooth elegance of the
Montana bath with its matching grips
ensure a relaxing comforting bathtime.
Below: The Montana suite works well
wherever it is placed. Here in a luxury
ensuite with Chiara 1200mm enclosure.
Colour: Honey Moon. Taps: Millenia in
chrome/gold handwheels. Shower tray:
Coniston 1200mm. Enclosure: Chiara
1200mm in Dura Silver finish
MFP Sales
With the extraordinary growth in the construction sector continuing unabated,
the demand for new - and more innovative and problem-solving products - has
never been greater. One of the companies which has responded to this challenge
is MFP Sales Ltd. Among its most recent Irish manufactured introductions are the
following:
MFP Eavemaster - MFP Eavemaster is the most complete fascia and soffit system
on the market. It is notable not only for elegance of design, but also for ease of
installation.
Competitively-priced,
maintenance-free and totally
weatherproof, the Eavemaster
system includes easy-to-fit internal
and external angles, gable boxes
and finials.
MFP Classic - Classic is an
elegant, ogoe-style rainwater
system, with a choice of external
fascia brackets or concealed internal
brackets and either square or
circular downpipes. Anchored at
outlets, angles and unions to Eavemaster is competitively-priced, maintenance
free and totally weatherproof
control the effects of thermal
movement, Classic is the ideal choice where appearance, performance and
capacity dictate the use of a rainwater system other than half-round or square.
Marley Alutec - This is a range of aluminium profiles, incorporating the Ogee
profile profile to the aligator "Snap-Fit' rainwater drainage systems.
Ogee is a 150 x 100mm profile gutter giving greater cross-sectional area and
thus an increased flow rate. Internal snap-fit unions are sealed with low modulus
silicone scalant and there are concealed fascia brackets.
Irish Metal
Industries
Irish Metal Industries, the market
leader over 60 years, holds a massive
stockholding of copper tube which
means that all needs can be met
immediately.
Among the benefits offered are:-
A full 25-year guarantee on all
copper tube;
All products to standard
specifications of I.S. ENI057: 1996 and
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The extensive range of Image showers from Sark International are built to the
most exacting standards and strict quality procedures from aluminium and glass
that has been tested to the limits of its endurance.
Installation is simplicity itself with easy-to-follow pictorial instructions.
All glass used in Image shower products conforms to British Standard 6206
Class Aand is 4mm thick unless stated otherwise.
Rom Plastics
For just on 13 years now Rom Plastics
(Sales) Ltd has been supplying a vast
and varied portfolio of heating and
plumbing products to the Irish
building services sector. Year on year
the composition of the range alters to
suit the changed and anticipated new
now offers a complete range of metric
Instantor® fittings, all of which are
manufactured to the same high-quality
standards.
The professional plumber needs the
assurance and back-up of quality
products. Irish plumbers choose
Instantor® ... they know its quality for
life.
Top: 318- Equal Tees
Bottom: 310 - Straight Coupler,
copper x copper
Right: Ultra lumbo
door and side panel.
Polished gold frame
and antique pattern
glass from the Image
range by Sark
International
Every model in the
range is suitable for
use with power
showers while all are
manufactured to
metric dimensions.
Pivot doors are
available in standard
sizes only.
The adjustable
wall sections of all
Image shower
products will
compensate for out
of true walls by up to
2Smm.
Indeed, this reputation was formally
endorsed in 1991 when the company
was awarded ISO 9002 certification.
However, no company can stand
still and Sanbra Fyffe's continuing
investment in its plant and its people
ensures that the company maintains
an edge on its international
competitors.
Typical of this innovative and
forward-thinking philosophy is the
recent introduction of Sanbra Fyffe's
metric Instantor® range. The company
Image Shower Surrounds
Over the decades Sanbra Fyffe has
positioned itself as the brand leader in
the compression fittings market in
Ireland. lnstantor® fittings have been
manufactured in Ireland since 1934 to
the highest quality standards - IS 239
and BS 864-2.
It is this reputation for absolute
quality over the decades that has
contributed greatly to Sanbra Fyffe
achieving brand leadership status.
Sanbra Fyffe
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LYCRIS-BYRNE COPPER & STEEL
CYLINDERS
Nationwide Insulations Ltd., T/A Lycris-Byrne, ISO 9002: 1994
Just like style itself, a
classic image will never
be out of fashion. In
common with all our
products this beautifully
designed and constructed
Penthouse surround,
incorporating the Hinge
door with 8mm safety
glass, provides an elegant
showering environment
... in any location!
Shower Surrounds
Sark International Ltd
Dublin Road,
Thomastown,
Co Kilkenny.
Tel: 056 - 24677
Fax: 056 - 24636
LYCRIS-BYRNE, FAIRGREEN ROAD, BRAY,
CO. WICKLOW. Tel: 01-2863794 Fax: 01-2861213
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COLD WATER
STORAGE
TANK
---
COLD WATER
STORAGE
EXPANSION TANK
COLD WATER SUPPLY
HOT
WATER
OUTLET
~[;~R~I~E~M~Es'i:e: ~
AND ENERGY CUT·OUT
COPPER COLD FEED
CYLINDER
INFLOW FROM :=:JI~BOILER TO CYLINDER
OUTFLOW FROM
;~L81;I~E~R ....--
INFLOW FROM ---'::]II~BOILER TO CYLINDER
OUTFLOW FROM
~6l~~,~:: ....--
PRESSURISED
AFTER:- PRESSURISED
==~=====;'1
THE EASY-FIT PRESSURISED
CORROSION FREE WATER SYSTEM
BEFORE:-
* Water Purifiers
* Heat Exchangers
* Scale Inhibitors
* Manufacturers and suppliers to all Chadwicks
d Woodies DIY stores of the following:--
* Copper Cylinders
* Glass Lined Steel Cylinders
* Calorifiers from 100 Gallon to 700 Gallon-
Vertical or Horizontal
* Pre-plumbed Combination Hot & Cold Water
Storage Units
* Rapid Recovery Cylinders
* Bronze Circulation Pumps
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"Simply The Best"
Ireland's favourite shower - the
Triton T90i is a tank fed, electric
shower that economically heats
water and is designed for
installations where the water
pressure is low or unreliable.
TnlS remarkable shower will make
showering in the home a whole
new experience.
For full details contact your local Triton Distributor now!
Earthridge International, Dowdstown, Maynootb, County Kildare.
Tel 01 628 6711. Fax 01 628 6509.
Substantially increase the flow of
your mixer tap shower with an
economical Triton T40i booster
pump. Quick and easy to install,
you won't need any plumbing
connections and in no
time you will have a very
refreshing, powerful shower
without having to splash out.
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Armet Plastics have many valued
stockists, principal among them being
Chadwicks Ltd, whose reputation for
quality and value are second to none.
Since its conception some 10 years ago,
Armet has striven to achieve and
maintain the very highest standards.
The fact that the company is now a
preferred supplier with Chadwicks Ltd,
is testament to its success in achieving
these goals.
Armet Plastics would like to take this
opportunity to thank all at Chadwicks
Ltd for past support and confidence
shown in the product range and look
forward to many years of continued,
mutually-rewarding, business.
Ar-Met Plastics Model AH 300 -
Capacity: 300 gallons/1365 Litres
Length: 1700mm
Width: 1070mm
Height: 1170mm
Armet Plastics is one of a group of
companies which, when combined,
form the largest rotational moulders in
Europe.
Armet Plastics produce an extensive
range of products including septic-
tanks, cold water cisterns and oil
storage tanks. All goods are
manufactured to the highest
specifications and fully guaranteed
against faulty workmanship and
materials.
Armet Plastics
curtain rails, taps,
etc.
However, the one
constant factor has
always been the
quality of the
products carried, the
quality of the service
supporting them,
and their innovative
nature. All are
manufactured to the
recognised and
established national
and international
quality standards,
Rom Plastics (Sales) Ltd having IS E
ISO 9002 accreditation.
Rom Plastics (Sales) Ltd are also to
the forefront in trying to educate and
promote higher industry standards
and "best practice". The Series 2000
enclosed water tanks range is a typical
case in point. These ore available with
bolt-on lids, overflow and vent kit.
Multi-Pass from Grant Engineering achieves
efficiency levels of up to 95% nett
Grant Engineering
Grant Engineering Ltd has two established oil-fired boiler ranges providing
outstanding efficiency, good economy and flexible installation.
Grant is the first manufacturer to have its entire range certified under the new
OFTEC standard OFS AlOO (EN 303 Part 4), and to receive EC-type certification
under the Boiler (Efficiency) Regulations.
The Multi-Pass range is rated at 95% net
efficiency, and has five models with
outputs from 50,000 BTu/h to 200,000
BTu/h. The Euroflame is rated at 92% with
outputs from 50,000 to 90,000 BTu/h.
Both ranges are available as kitchen or
boilerhouse models.
All boilers are fitted with Riello burners
as standard.
Rom Plastics Series 2000 enclosed water
tanks which are available with bolt-on lids,
overflow and vent kit.
market requirements.
Virtually all heating and plumbing
requirements are catered for, the range
including water tanks, oil tanks, tank
insulation jackets, acrylic baths, etc,
along with sundry plumbing goods
such as shower curtains, shower
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Chadwicks Nationwide Branch Network
All Include
THOMAS STREET
Tel: 01 - 454 2200
SANDYFORD
Tel: 01 - 295 4601
SALLYNOGG
Tel: 2851
LUCAN
Tel: 01 - 628 2122
BRAY
Tel: 01 - 286 4511
WALKINSTOWN
(Plumb Centre)
1 Tel: 01 - 460 0166STILLORGAN(Plumb Centre)Tel: 01 - 295 8080
'\ COOLOCK
DUBLIN~ Tel: 01 - 847 5733
\ GLASNEVIN
Tel: 01 - 830 7811
WEXFORD
Tel: 053 - 23699
NAVAN •
Tel: 046 - 21999
NAAS •
Tel: 045 - 876711
KILKENNY •
Tel: 056 - 21044
./
CLONMEL.
Tel: 052 - 21822
ATHLONE •
Tel: 0902 - 72751
MIDLETON
Tel: 021 - 631311
•
NENAGH.
Tel: 067 - 32088
CORK •
(Plumb Centre) -
Tel: 021 - 320456
• CASTLEBAR
Tel: 094 - 21077
Dedicated
Heating &
Plumbing
Outlets
~~7
)?;-.~
Jr!-"V-~ MALLOW.
T Tel: 022 - 21844
~.
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All our tubes are up to the Mark
IMI
A subsidiary of IMI plc.
--
---
---
--
IRISH METAL
INDUSTRIES
Irish Metal Industries supply a complete range of copper tube for hot
and cold water installations, gas services, sanitation, central heating and
numerous other building and engineering applications.
All our tubes are manufactured to the stringent requirements of
1.S. 238 : 1980 and we are licensed to engrave them with the coveted Irish
Standard Mark which is the registered mark of the National Standards
Authority in Ireland.
What's more we give a unique 25 year guarantee against manufacturing
defect. So what ever your requirements you'll receive nothing but the
best quality, service and reliability with copper tube from
Irish Metal Industries.
Service Line: For orders and further information.
Telephone: (01) 2952344/2952137.
Fax: (01) 295 2163
Irish Metal Industries Ltd.
Unit 25, Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
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T R A D E NEW S
O..YSOIl
SELEC~
The One Range Solution
Myson ...
Making It
Easy To
Select
Extensive market research,
coupled with years of
experience in satisfying the
most demanding and wide-
ranging applications, has
enabled Myson to produce
a more dynamic and easy
to stock range of radiators,
a range which more
accurately reflects current
and future market trends.
Available as standard
single and double
convector; or complete
with factory-fitted grilles
and end-panels; the Myson
Select
offers
a wide
choice of
sizes and
types in
one
complete
ful1y-
integrated
range.
Myson's
select range
of radiators is
manufactured
and tested in
accordance
with British
Standard
BS3528. All
radiators carry
the BS
Kitemark,
signifying
independent
approval of heat
outputs and compliance
with the stringent
requirements of BS EN [SO
9002 quality standard.
Every radiator is
pressure-tested at 7 bar
(10l.Spsi) and is suitable
for working pressures up to
4.66 bar (67.5psi). High
pressure testing to 13 bar
(188.5psi) is available on
request, making the
radiators suitable for
working pressures up to 8.7
bar (125.7psi).
Every radiator undergoes
a multi-stage, pre-
treatment, process followed
by an epoxy polyester
primer coating. A stoved
epoxy polyester powder
coat in white (RAL 9003) is
applied to all front and rear
surfaces, allowing the
Myson Select to be fitted
without further painting.
Myson Select radiators
are for use on two-pipe
pumped indirect domestic
or commercial
central heating
installations. The
system should be
designed in
accordance with
BS 5449 or BS
6880 as
appropriate,
with particular
care taken to
avoid air entry
or water
discharge.
Using
Myson
Thermostatic
radiator
valves will
achieve the
optimum
efficiency by
controlling
the
temperature
of each
room independently.
Contact: Sean Hanratty/
Vincent Broderick,
Potterton Myson Ireland.
Tel: 01 - 459 0870.
Industry's Helping Hand
Ann Mullen has written to us to extend her sincere thanks on
behalf of a friend of hers to all those who helped her in her
hour of need recently. In poor health, severe pain and badly
needing heating, the industry rallied 'round with the usual
generosity on hearing of her plight.
Aspecial word of thanks to those involved, especially Paddy
Scriven ~f Vokera, Donal CoIlins of Barlo and Joe Prendergast
of Heatmg World who between them provided all the
necessary materials, and Ann's son Mathew who installed the
heating system during his holidays.
Panasonic Automation
Chooses Airedale
The Panasonic Factory Automation Division (in Kirkton,
Scotland) acts as a demonstration and training facility for
customers involved in the microelectronics industry. Here
potential customers can witness the capabilities of
advanced equipment which assembles micro circuitry
boards and other allied products.
Airedale International Air Conditioning recently
supplied six "Answer" chilled water cassettes and an
Airedale CFACC 25 chiller to the plant. They are situated in
a ventilated plant room above the factory floor and
proVide comfort cooling to the main factory floor, seminar
rooms and offices.
The use of chilled water"Answer" cassettes linked to the
indoor plant room chiller provides an environmental-
friendly air conditioning system with low refrigerant
volume. The fully packaged chiller forms part of a range of
air cooled liquid chilling packages ranging from 14kW to
1020kW cooling.
~ variety of control options is available including
microprocessor with hand-held infra red transmitter or
wall-mounted hard-Wired pendant controller. An infra red
hand piece is used to control operating mode, temperature,
fan speed, vane
sweep and sleep
setting, with
programmable
operating times
using a 24hr clock.
Electromechanical
thermostatic
controls are also
available.
Contact: Brendan
Kilgallon, Coolair.
Tel: 01 - 451 1244.
•Airedale 'Answer' CW
cassettes
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Reduce
Energy
Expenses
A workshop for new
companies who have given
a commitment to
participate in a national
scheme to promote energy
conservation in industry
was held in the Killeshin
Hotel on Tuesday, 17
September. The "Annual.
Self Audit and Statement of
Energy Accounts Scheme" is
an initiative designed to
help companies focus on
energy use through the
application of technology,
skill and company wide
commitment to achieve real
saVings in energy, and to
consequently reduce
environmental impact.
The workshop identified
17 new companies recruited
into the scheme in 1997.
They include Wellman
International, Novartis
Ringaskiddy Ltd, and
Smurfit Paper Mills. "The
purpose of this session is to
develop a systematic
approach to energy
auditing and to encourage
energy managers to become
part of a group who share
their experiences and work
together to improve their
energy management
strategies" said Peter
Brabazon, Irish Energy
Centre.
left: Peter Brabazon, Irish
Energy Centre with John
Keohane, Smithkline Beecham
(Manufacturing) ltd
INSTANT • TEE®
PIPE CONNECTION
WE CAN MAKE A CONNECfION TO YOUR PIPEWORK WITHOUT DRAINING THE CONTENTS
This is possible due to a new patented method whereby a sealed drilling unit cuts a hole in the pipe and removes the cut
metal. The result is a FULL BORE pipe connection of any size you require. Note that this is a welded connection and
does not contain any items which can leak at a later date. PIPETEK can do the work for you with the minimum of
disruption to your plant.
• No plant shutdown required. No costly weekend work.
• No time wasted with draining the system down and refilling.
• No wastage of contents of tank or pipework.
• Saves replenishment cost of water treatment chemicals.
• No mess or liquid spillage.
• Perfect full bore hole made in existing pipe or tank.
• No swarf left in pipework ... cut metal is removed.
• Pipe contents can be water, compressed air, or solvents.
• Can be done while system in use.
• Connection with valve left for your pipework.
• Fully welded joint, 100% effective.
• Small space required ... All equipment is portable.
• Pressures up to 10 bar.
• No air introduced into system.
• A connection can be made to Ammonia lines.
• Connections up to 100mm.
• Can connect to any size of existing pipe or tank.
PIPETEK LTD
81 Ailesbury Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.
Tel: 01 - 269 3371; Fax: 01 - 269 8280.
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Throughout the world Armstrong products are
at work in all types of industries and all types of
climates. And because we operate woridwide
we know we have the right product available to
suit each specific need.
It doesn't stop there, as you would expect from
the market leader, full technical support and
assistance is always on hand, from initial
specification through to installation, along with a
comprehensive training programme. All In all,
giving you total confidence.
Temperature performance - without a sting!
...The __ Is a- 1 HT ArmIIfIex
There are times when the problems of extreme
temperature conditions have to be overcome.
Take the scorpion for example which has to
tolerate scorching hot days and bitterly cold nights
_It's not surprising then it delivers a nasty sting.
On the other hand, a-1 HT Ann8Ilexwith
it's temperature range of -5QOC to +150oC,
gives you the advantage... without the sting.
For over forty years Armstrong have
researched and developed products that will
achieve optimum performance in very diverse
climates and conditions - one of those products
being a- 1 HT ArmlllIex.
a- 1 HT ArrnlIlIex, whilst having a
temperature span of 2QOoC, will also withstand
intermittent high temperatures of up to +175OC,
making it ideal for refrigeration lines, air
conditioning, solar and industrial applications.
Dust and fibre free, it is easy to install and is
available in tube or sheet form.
a- 1 HT Ann8Ilex will remain flexible and
will not crack within the recommended
temperature range, extending the efficiency and
life expectancy of the application.
· ..The advantage
is Armstrong
Flexibi Iity
Performance
A m!~~gJlg
For further information contact: Customer Services Department,
Armstrong Insulation Products, a division of Armstrong World Industries Ltd., Mars Street, Oldham, Lancashire. OL9 6LY. lel : 0161 2877100 Fax: 0161 6332685
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Go with Vokera's Flow
Glamox Air - For a Better
Room Environment
From the Glamox 3001 range
automatically reducing
room temperature at night,
and at times when
particular rooms are not in
use.
Safety is paramount with
rounded edges and corners,
low surface temperature,
grilles with narrow
openings and automatic
overheating protection.
Contact: Herbert Taylor,
Glamox Ireland.
Tel: 01 - 473 1660.
Vokera's Flowmaster, wall-mounted, multipoint water
heater offers the very latest in engineering advances to
ensure hot water at a constant temperature.
Providing "on demand" capacity of over 13 litres of
hot water per minute, it offers economical performance
through energy saving features including a high-quality
copper heat exchanger, a flame modulation system, gas
and water pressure regulators, electronic ignition, and
total shut-down of the appliance when not in use.
Flowmaster is a room-sealed, fanned-flue appliance.
Utilising Vokera's universal concentric flue system, the
flue can be extended up to 2.5 metres horizontally.
Increasing installation fleXibility still further, Vokera
offers a vertical flue option allOWing flue lengths up to
3.6 metres. Flowmaster also features a built-in, high-limit
thermostat and air pressure switch.
Contact: Paddy Scriven, Vokera Ireland.
Tel: 052 - 53345.
The Glamox 3001 range is
said to offer clean, healthy,
indoor air, safe comfortable
warmth, low energy
consumption, and a
timeless design.
For rapid warming and
an even temperature,
Glamox's functional design
comprises a curved front
which throws air forwards,
into the room.
Glamox's heater
elements have large
cooling ribs, efficiently
distributing the heat and
transferring it to the air
flowing past them.
Accurate regulation of
temperature is important
and Glamox uses only the
best, most sensitive
thermostats. Room
temperature varies by no
more than 0.3°C.
Low energy consumption
is obtained by
John Hunter (13) 35pts
Brendan Bracken (12) 33pts
Class 3: (17 - Up)
Tom Harrington (19) 32pts
Paddy Delaney (17) 31pts
Michael Hanlon (18) (B9)
29pts
Back Nine
Sean Smith (11) (L2) 18pts
Eamon Vickers (7) 18pts
Front Nine
Noel McKeon (14) (L6)
18pts
John White (14) 18pts
Visitors
Conor Lynch (16) 36pts
Paddy Horgan (18) 33pts
Captain's
Outing at
Old Conna
Golf Club
Sponsor: G T Phelan
Captains Prize Winner:
Des Prendergast (10) 30pts
Class 1: (1 - 11)
John Lavelie (9) 37pts
Michael Mathews (7) (B9)
33pts
Brendan Keaveny (10) (B9)
33pts
Class 2: (12 - 16)
Tony Gillen (12) (L6) 35pts
BTU Weekend - Brendan
Keaveny with BTU
Captain, Gerry Phelan
and David Sampson.
BTU Weekend - Captain
Gerry Phelan with David
Harris.
BTU Weekend - Captain
Gerry Phelan with
Brendan Bracken and
David Sampson.
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JJSampson 61 Son Strengthen
Organisational Structure
J 1 Sampson & Son Ltd hasstrengthened itsorganisational structure to
provide a more effective and
professional service to its large and
extensive customer base across the
broad spectrum of the building
services industry.
Established in 1920,11 Sampson
& Son has expanded and diversified
its product portfolio over the years
in keeping with - and very often
in anticipation of - changing
market requirements. Forever
inventive and pro-active, the
product mix and support services
provided by the company are
always at the forefront of market
developments, sometimes in fact
helping to develop and shape these
developments.
The dynamics of today's
building services marketplace
are such that innovative
products and infinitely-variable
solutions are constantly in
demand, problem-solving
applications being sought for
all manner of commercial,
industrial and environmental
situations. Hence the recently-
strengthened organisational
structure at 11 Sampson & Son.
David Sampson is now more
directly responsible for all heating/
burner applications and the
appointment of an additional,
fully-qualified, experienced
engineer in the form of 10n Byrne
to this Division is a clear statement
of intent on the part of the
company.
The HVAC Division has also been
strengthened, both by way of
additional quality products and
experienced personnel. Brian
Maguire, who is Widely known and
respected throughout the building
services industry in Ireland - and
who has been with 11 Sampson &
Son for quite a number of years - is
now spearheading this Division.
While quite separate as operating
Divisions, the reality of today's
marketplace is such that there is a
certain amount of
overlap by way of
the applications
sought, solutions
devised and the
customer base
being dealt with.
In that respect
both David and
Brian - and their
respective teams -
work closely together, customer
satisfaction being the primary and
only objective.
Contact: David Sampson/
Brian Maguire, 11 Sampson & Son.
Tel: 01 - 626 8111. •
Established in 1920/ JJSampson & Son has expanded and
diversified its product portfolio over the years in keeping with - and
very often in anticipation of - changing market requirements.
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Boiler Maintenance
a necessity not a luxury
For many who earn their living inthe boiler services industry, or asan insurance inspector, the past
month has probably been a total
nightmare, writes Virgil Bo/ger of The
Irish Energy Centre. It has long been
accepted as a fact of life that during the
two periods of the year when
production workers take a break to
recharge their batteries, maintenance
staff and service companies have to
pull out all the stops to ensure that all
necessary inspection, repair and
maintenance work is carried out and
completed in time for their return.
In the absence of complaints, one
can only assume that there must be a
degree of satisfaction in being able to
effect proper repairs without being
pestered about how long it will take,
and the cost of lost production. While
many plants have preventative
maintenance programmes - and such
programmes can operate very
effectively in most parts of the plant -
their application in the boilerhouse is
Virgil Bolger
curtailed by the need to have the
boilers off-line. Indeed a lot of boiler
houses have been so badly thougr
and designed in the first instance that
there is little choice in the llatter of
when the boiler can be sh down for
maintenance.
If it wasn't for the statutory boiler
inspection one wonders just how much
attention boilers would receive. One
suspects that, in many cases, they
would be forgotten about, at least until
they give trouble, at which time all hell
breaks loose anyway. About 56% of
boilers users have service contracts for
their boilers/burners and the remaining
44% operate on the basis of getting
professional help when it is needed.
If one considers that about £340
million pounds is spent on liquid and
ga eous fuels each year for boilers in
the industrial, commercial and public
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sectors (exclusive of that used for
transport and electricity generation)
there are a lot of good reasons why we
should rethink our attitude towards
boilers and their ancillary plant.
owadays many of our industries,
businesses and services are managed by
bosses with financial backgrounds,
who have little appreciation of the
technologies that are necessary to keep
plant running efficiently. Indeed, many
of them look upon the boilerhouse as a
dirty hole somewhere at the back of the
site that consumes a lot of money. It is
time that this attitude changed, and it
would be better if this change process
started before it is forced upon us
through the imposition of carbon taxes
of environmental legislation.
The current trend towards
demanning of boilerhouses, and
minimising the amount of time general
operatives or fitters are allowed to
spend looking after the boilers and
ancillary plant, is symptomatic of this
attitude. Demanning may be an easy
way of minimising labour costs, but,
when one sees how little thought and
organisation goes into compensating
for the permanent presence, you have
to wonder just how many serious
accidents are being stored up, just
waiting to happen.
In the course Ol Judging the National
Boiler Awards I have visited close on
100 boilerhouses, the majority of
which do not have a full-time
boilerman. It is easy to spot the
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difference between those who do and
those who don't. A good boilerman
(the emphasis being on "good") is
worth his weight in gold, and will keep
a boilerhouse running smoothly, safely
and efficiently. In many cases where
demanning has taken place, automatic
systems that comply with PM5 have
not been put in place to take care of
things like TDS control or sludge
blowdown. These, and tasks like
blowing down the water level controls
and the gauge glasses, are assigned to
general operatives or maintenance
fitters as a minor part of their duties.
Plant operators who are complying
with PM5 talk about the 72-hour
boilerhouse, and that is all very fine
providing there are very rigid systems
in place to ensure that 72 hours doesn't
slip to 96 hours or even 100 hours. It is
very easy to overlook these tasks when
a production manager or someone else
is setting your priorities. In one classic
case I visited a plant where it was
almost three months to the day since
any of these tasks had been carried out
and logged.
It this can happen in a boilerhouse
where a log is meant to be kept, just
think how easily it could happen where
such systems are not in place. For this
to happen is not just negligence ... it is
irresponsible. It is not uncommon for
people to be killed in the event of a
boiler explosion and for debris to be
found several hundred meters away
from the plant.
Reliability should be a key word for
all of us when we talk about boilers.
How often do we consider the cost of
plant down-time when we are debating
whether to spend money on the
maintenance and upkeep of our boilers.
One hour's down-time in a plant could
cost anywhere from thousands of
BSNews c 0 v E R S TOR Y
pounds to tens of thousands of pounds,
in lost production. In a great many of
our plants we have the situation where
there is only boiler, and if that goes
down the plant stops.
We have of course the other extreme
also, where boilers rated at up to 30,000
lbs/hr are carrying loads as low as 6,000
lbs/hr, with hot standby capacity of
40,000 Ibs/hr spread between two
boilers. In cases like this one has to ask:
o Why is the load so badly matched to
the boiler plant?
o Why is a smaller boiler not being
used?
Is there a need to have so much hot
standby capacity?
There are a great many issues that
need to be considered if one is to get
maximum reliability, efficiency and
performance out of boiler plant. These
include:-
- Which boiler/s tu use?
- Which fuel to use?
- Frequency of service;
- Frequency of cleaning;
- Standby capacity;
- Water condition and treatment;
- Condensate recovery and feed
water temperature;
- Frequency of combustion efficient
testing.
The above are but a few of the things
that need to be considered.
The way we operate and maintain
our boilers can present very real
opportunities for energy and cost
savings. The average steam boiler in
this country operates at a combustion
efficiency 2% below optimum, while
the average hot-water boiler operates at
5% below optimum, resulting in
approximate annual losses of over
£3,000 and £500 respectively. These
losses are just the tip of the iceberg.
Earlier this year the Irish Energy
Centre launched a new service to help
steam boiler users make the most of
their steam boiler plants. This new
service is called the "Steam Boiler
System Evaluation Scheme" and, as the
name implies, it looks at the entire
system within the confines of the
boilerhouse, and the fuel supply
system. Inspections are carried out and
reported on by a panel of specially-
selected consultants who have agreed
very competitive rates, which are in
turn subsidised up to 40£ by the
Centre.
Savings identified by the scheme to
date vary from 6% to 20%, with
payback on investment for
implementation of recommendations
all less than 18 months. In several
instances savings of circa £100,000
have been identified at a cost to the
client for the survey of about £1,000.
ext month I will give more detail
on the Steam Boiler System Evaluation
Scheme including some case hi~tory
material. Over the following few
months I will give you an insight into
the other elements of Irish Energy
Centre Boilers Programme, and our
approach towards changing the way
boiler users think about boilers.•
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C I B S E
Taylor Pledges Increased
Electrical Input
NEW S
CENTENARY
PROGRAMME
The CIBSE Republic of Ireland Branch Annual General Meeting was held at
the Engineer's Club, Clyde Road, earlier this year. The outgoing Chairman,
Oliver Reddy noted that Noel Traynor is now a member for 60 years and
that Eoin Kenny, who was present at the meeting, is a member of CIBSE for
51 years.
In his two years as Chairman Oliver Reddy has put in place a strong
technical programme and has prepared for the "Centenary Year". He
stated that he bad enjoyed his term of office and wished the incoming
committee every success.
The following appointments were made:
Chairman - Herbert Taylor;
Vice-Chairman - Jim Curley;
Hon. Secretary - Colim Murphy;
Hon. Treasurer - Peter O'Oowd;
The Committee also nominated the following members of last year's
committee:- Margaret OQlan; Albert Byrne; Brian Homan; Matt Mohan;
Sean Ascough; Barry Leach; Joe Lawlor; Bill Noone; Paddy Clonan; Greg
Traynor.
Herbert Taylor was elected new
Chairman. In his address he noted
that CIBSE is dominated by HVAC
engineers, even though the largest
element of a services package is often
the electrical content.
This is also reflected in
the content of the
Institution publications,
trade publications, etc,
he said. Herbert hopes to
balance the situation
somewhat. •
1. Michael Buckley with
Brian Homan and Michael
Kearney.
2. Eoin Kenny with Albert
Byrne.
3. Michael McDonagh
with Peter O'Dowd and
Tom Young.
4. Greg Traynor with John
Cuthbert and Jim Curley.
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• 6 Odober 1997 - President's
Dinner Party (UK)
• 16 Odober 1997 - Joint
evening with RIAI: Evolution of
low-energy buildings
• 4 November 1997 - Road Show
- Dublin (1.5 hours CPO)
• 5 November 1997 - Road Show
- Cork (1.5 hours CPO)
• 6 November 1997 - Road Show
- Galway (1.5 hours CPO)
• 18 November 1997 - Full Day
CPO Seminar on "Engineering
Services for the Microelectronics
and Pharmaceutical Industries"
(6 hours CPO)
• 15 January 1998 - Technical
evening: "Building Services and
the Conservation of Buildings"
(Dublin) (1.5 hours CPO)
• 4 February 1998 - Annual
Dinner (UK)
• 18 February 1998 - Student
Awards: PreSidents Prize at Bolton
Street
• 19 February 1998 - Technical
evening: "The Internal
Environment of Building" (Cork),
Plus CIBSE Secondary School
Students Prizes conferred by
President (1.5 hours CPO)
• 21 February 1998 - Centenary
Ball at Burlington Hotel
• 11 March 1998 - Student
Awards: York Prizes at Bolton
Street
• 16 April 1998 - Technical
evening at Tallaght Hospital (1.5
hours CPO)
• 18 April 1998 - Visit to Tallaght
Hospital (1.5 hours CPO)
• 14 May 1998 - Fellow's Dinner
(UK)
• 4 June 1998 - Closing Concert
(UK)
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Dan Chambers - First
21 YearsOpen Day
Dan Chambers Ventilation recently
hosted a number of open days, the first
in the company's 21-year history. The
occasion proved extremely successful,
affording Dan Chambers and his team
the opportunity to demonstrate their
extensive product line-up - including
the new in-house spiral ducting
manufacturing facility - to a vast and
varied cross-section of the building
services industry.
In addressing his guests, Dan
Chambers said: IIThis is the first time
we have held open days and we're very
pleased and encouraged that so many
consulting engineers and contractors
came to visit us.
IIWe have always selected and sold
quality products from reliable suppliers
and have been fortunate in
being able to include additional
relevant products to our line-up
year on year. We now have one
of the most comprehensive, all-
embracing, portfolios in the
business and have recently
added spiral ducting and
fittings, together with fire-
protected ductwork, to our
manufacturing capability.
IIWe pride ourselves in the
quality of the service we provide,
the friendly and helpful attitude
of our staff, and the lengths we
go to to ensure total customer
satisfaction. We're especially pleased
that the strength of the relationship we
enjoy with customers was evident
throughout the open days, and the
opportunity afforded people who have
been dealing with one another over the
'phone for years to meet face to face for
the first time.
IIWe say 'thank you' to consulting
engineers for specifying us and to
contractors for selecting our products.
To those of you who have not yet
experienced dealing with us we extend
on open invitation to visit us so that we
can demonstrate to you the quality,
reliability and fleXibility of the
products and services we provide. 1I •
Above: Joe D'Neill of Joseph RD'Neill !it
Associates (centre), winner of the "Weekend
For Two" at Mount Juliet, pictured with Dan
Chambers and Sales Engineer Damian Mooney.
left: Peter Walsh, Glenelco ltd with Dan
Chambers.
Below: John lavelle, T Bourke !it Co with lucette
Chambers, Dan Chambers ltd and Roger
Glynnis, John Egan !it Associates.
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More of the Same from Grundfos ...
As market leader, its natural that we should be to the
forefront in devising solutions to meet these changes.
Hence the constantly-evolving Grundfos portfolio.
- Gordon Barry, General Manager, Grundfos (Ireland) Lld
As the new General Manager ofGrundfos (Ireland) Ltd GordonBarry needs no introduction.
He has served the company in different
capacities over the years and is one of
only two people - the other being
Eddie Byrne, Stores Supervisor - who
has been with the company since the
Danish multinational first established
its Irish branch office in 1984.
Setting up a wholly-owned Irish
operation at the time was a progressive
approach by Grundfos but one which
has since been vindicated as an astute
business decision. The success of
Grundfos (Ireland) over the years is
well documented, its ability to adapt
and change according to varying
market trends and conditions securing
and maintaining its market-leading
standing.
Gordon Barry has been an integral
part of this dynamic process. This is
particularly true of recent years as
Gordon - in his capacity of Sales
Manager - has played a key role in
implementing in Ireland the sweeping
strategic corporate developments the
company has introduced on a
worldwide scale. That he should take
up the baton and assume the
responsibilities of General Manager on
the retirement of his
predecessor Denis Walshe was
inevitable.
"There is no denying the
phenomenal changes the
industry has seen in recent
years, nor indeed the
increasing pace at which these
changes are taking place", says
Gordon. "As market leader, its
natural that we should be to
the forefront in devising
solutions to meet these
changes. Hence the c
onstantly-evolving Grundfos
portfolio.
"The fruits of massive
investment in R&D facilities at
the purpose-built innovative
centre in Bjerringbro,
Denmark are now coming on
stream in the form of highly-
advanced, technology-driven,
products capable of delivering
performance excellence along
with hitherto undreamed of energy
savings. The manner in which
electronics have now been applied to
pump development by way of motors,
speed control and frequency
converters is truly phenomenal. It's
also very encouraging given that
consultants and other specifiers talk
more and more in terms of payback
periods and ongoing running costs
versus capital costs.
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"At Grundfos (Ireland) we cater for
four primary market segments -
HVAC, industrial/ commercial, sewage
and water boosting/supply. These
innovative changes are apparent right
across the entire product portfolio
with the attendant benefits being
experienced by all.
"Complementing the product
line-up is a carefully-formulated
management and operational structure
designed to ensure that the quality of
the support services and facilities
offered are on a par with that of the
products. Product availability is
essential in this respect. At Grundfos
(Ireland) we carry extensive stocks at
our headquarters in Dublin and also
have the added advantage of on-line
communication with the various
Grundfos European distribution
centres. This support is filtered down
to Grundfos (Ireland) customers via
our nationwide distributor network.
"Completing the picture are the
experienced and highly-qualified
personnel within the company. They
bring that crucial personal dimension
to the service provided and they are
constantly engaged in trouble-
shooting and problem-solving on
behalf of our extensive customer base.
"As the foregoing clearly illustrates,
I've inherited responsibility for a
finely-tuned organisation which is
dedicated to meeting the needs of all
industry pumping requirements. My
objective at this early stage is to
consolidate that position and
thereafter to strengthen still further
the product/service offering
Grundfos (Ireland) provides." •
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IIPlastic has its uses. I use it all the time
to ~uy copper."
For further information, please contact the European Copper Plumbing Promotion Campaign, 1 Chelsea Manor Gardens, London SW3 5PN
Tel. 0171 351 2400. Fax. 0171 3526244. E-mail: bowmane.uk@greynet.com 49
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There are over 3,000 reasons
w y you should read this ...
That's how many
instruments,
controls, gauges
and valves are in
this New Dwyer
Catalogue which
includes full
technical
specification, and
application
details for
Dwyer,
Mercury,
W EAnderson,
Proximity
and
Love controls
product lines.
Send now for your FREE copy of
the Dwyer Catalogue
MANOTHERM
~ LIMITED
t?~1ic CO ~ THE CONTROL CENTRES
Manotherm Limited -
The Control Centre,
4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin I2.
Tel: 0 I - 452 2355;
Fax: 0 I - 451 6919
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